A testbed composed of 3 machines was setup to test the Analysis data flow implemented. 1 admin node and 2 Worker machines. Each machine has 24 cores, 24 G RAM, and 1 disk of 500G. -The used Analyzer reads a Tree from ROOT file and writes TH1 histogram from one of its variables in a new output ROOT. -The size of the file ROOT read is 100 MB. -The ROOT files are read/write into HDFS through Fuse (Fuse is mounted using the default value of rdbuffer option which is 10MB).
-The size of the file ROOT read is 100 MB.
-The ROOT files are read/write into HDFS through Fuse (Fuse is mounted using the default value of rdbuffer option which is 10MB). The goal is the deployment of Hadoop-based solution for data storage and processing in High Energy Physics (HEP) Grid sites.
Hadoop-based SE in gLite environment
-Setup GridFTP server: -Get the HDFS-GridFTP library developed for OSG sites and recompile it in gLite environment -Start gLite GridFTP server: globusgridftp-server -p 2811 -dsi hdfs -Setup SRM server: -Mount HDFS using Fuse -Install BeStMan and configure it correctly to be able to manage the experiments storage area -Setup Xrootd service: -Install the xrootd-hdfs rpm used in OSG site with --nodeps option to bypass the credential check required for OSG sites -Information Service: -A provider script is developed to publish dynamic information in gLite Information Service. SRM-PING is called to get 
Same performance when processing 2 blocks in the same node and 2 blocks in 2 different nodes
Hadoop[1] is data processing system that follows the MapReduce paradigm[2] for scalable data analysis. It includes a fault-tolerant and scalable execution environment, named MapReduce, and a distributed file system, named Hadoop Distribted File Sytem(HDFS).
-The e largest Hadoop-based Cluster is installed at Facebook to manage nearly 31 PB of online disk data.
-Other companies, such as Yahoo and Last.Fm, are also making use of this technology.
Hadoop-based Storage Element in gLite environment
On the WLCG, the protocol used for WAN data transfers is GridFTP[3] and the protocol used for metadata operations is SRM; both are necessary for interoperability between site storage and the Grid. The following steps were required to setup HDFS as a Grid SE in gLite environment:
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